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Majestic Residences
focuses on making
your loved one our 

top priority 

We appreciate your interest in Majestic 

Residences' family of residential assisted living 

homes. Your family's trust is not taken for 

granted. 

We know we have an obligation and are 

committed to provide not only quality care, but 

an experience which is Honest, Observant, 

Memorable, and Empathetic. 

It's our goal to live by these values in everything 

we do. You have our word on it. 

CHUCK BONGIOVANNI 

MSW, MBA, CSA, CFE,  CPRS

CO-FOUNDER & CEO

ChuckChuckChuck
Bongiovanni
Bongiovanni
Bongiovanni



No one can be fully prepared for tough decisions, 

especially when a family member is involved. However, 

like most transitions in life, adjusting to change depends 

on having the right information and trusting your 

instincts.

The same can be said for finding the right care setting 

for your loved one.

Majestic Residences are residential assisted living 

homes located in neighborhoods just like yours.

We are small, intimate, state-licensed, less chaotic, 

inviting, and a lot safer than the typical large facility.

Operating in a smaller home setting gives us more time 

for the personalized attention and care your loved one 

needs and deserves, making her new transition much 

easier.

At Covington Springs by Majestic Residences, possibilities aren't just endless, they're also ageless.

Covington Springs by Majestic Residences



“VALUES ARE LIKE 
FINGERPRINTS. NONE ARE 
THE SAME, BUT WE LEAVE

THEM ALL OVER 
EVERYTHING WE DO.”

 
E L V I S  P R E S L E Y



WELCOME
Many people talk about “personal 

values” but we don’t often stop to 

think what they mean and why 

they matter.

Values are the things, concepts 

and ideas we consider to be good, 

important, and valuable in making 

our lives better. 

Personal values can be things like 

honesty, friendship, success, 

modesty, and reliability.

In fact, while every person has 

values that are important to 

them, families also can have group 

values which they all believe in. 

One's values are influenced by the 

people and communities they’re 

connected to.

At Majestic Residences, we 

believe values determine how you 

care for others.  That's why

everyone at Majestic Residences

commits to our Welcome H.O.M.E.

Values system. 

 We believe everyone,  from our 

residents to their family members, 

deserve value-driven care.

 

H.O.M.E. VALUES



At Majestic Residences, we believe that every 
minute on earth should be memorable. That 
includes every moment within our homes.

That’s why we showcase professional musicians, 
artists, and other instructors to provide life- 
enriching moments to fulfill our residents’ 
physical, emotional, and spiritual needs.

Our Majestic Activity programs are designed to 
encourage connections from the past and explore 
new experiences.

Memories are ignited from the 1930s to the 1950s 
with our old-fashioned sing-a-longs, performed 
by our professional four-piece vocal group, "The 
Majestic Melodies". 

We strive to create environments where new 
passions can grow, like senior chair yoga or 
guided imagery with one of our virtual 
instructors.

Life at Majestic Residences is not only 
memorable; it’s truly living life with ageless 
possibilities.

MAJESTIC
MOMENTS



IT  ALL
MAKES
"SCENTS"
Used  exc lus i ve l y  by  Ma jes t i c  

Res idences '  ass i s t ed  l i v i ng  homes .

A R O M A T H E R A P Y

Aromatherapy can be 
defined as the art and 
science of utilizing 
naturally extracted 
aromatic essences from 
plant oil to balance, 
harmonize and promote 
the health of body, mind 
and spirit. 

The use of plant oils can 
be traced back over 6000 
years. The Chinese, 
Egyptians, Greeks and 
Romans all recognized 
the therapeutic properties 
of essential oils and plant 
extracts.

Aromatherapy seeks to 
explore the physiological, 
psychological and spiritual 
realm of the individual's 
response to aromatic 
extracts as well as to 
observe and enhance the 
individual's innate healing 
process.

top layer of citrus which 
enhances the feelings of 
relation.
a middle layer of floral 
which increases feelings 
of comfort, and;
subtle layer of scents of 
musk, woody, and 
amber to enhance 
feelings of security.

Majestic Residences' goal is 
to create a positive and 
relaxing environment for every 
resident and their families, 
which is why we invested 
heavily into the art of 
aromatherapy. 

We hired professional 
chemists to help us meet that 
goal by creating  a one-of-a- 
kind scent which we proudly 
call "Welcome H.O.M.E."

The Welcome H.O.M.E. scent
consists of a; 



REVOLUTIONARY TECHNOLOGY 
TO DETECT INCONTINENCE

A major concern in the long term care industry is how incontinence is managed.  If not properly monitored 
and addressed, incontinence can lead to other serious issues.  Symptoms such as skin breakdown can lead 
to further infections which can lead to not just severe discomfort, but potentially dangerous situations 
particularly for diabetic seniors. Majestic Residences solves this issue with one-of-a kind technology.  We 
partnered with DriQ healthcare to offer our residents an innovation in incontinent care. Our system uses 
RFID radio wave technology to detect and alert our Resident Ambassadors the moment your loved one's 
brief is wet or soiled. The RFID chip never touches your loved one's skin and is working 24/7 to maintain 
your loved one's dignity and health. 



Covington Springs provides individualized care for seniors with or without 
memory care needs.  We provide a luxurious environment full of love and 
engaging, memorable experiences to help our residents make the most of 
their days.  Our knowledge of dementia, aging, and care provides a unique 
and personal experience in an intimate setting that is just like home. 

Round-the-clock care provided by trained staff
Person-centered care philosophy
Personalized care plans and goal tracking
Daily enriching group activities
Cutting-edge incontinence program 
Home-made meals
Medical services provided by certified Medicare agencies
No charge for peace of mind

Covington Springs by Majestic Residences

"Welcome H.O.M.E. to

Ageless Possibilities."

Services included with all inclusive pricing:

www.CovingtonSprings.com

tel:260-250-3325


 MEDICAL SERVICES IN
RESIDENTIAL CARE
T H E R E  A R E  M A N Y  T Y P E S  M E D I C A L  S E R V I C E S  

A V A I L A B L E

Wound care for pressure 
sores or a surgical wound
Patient and caregiver 
education
Intravenous or nutrition 
therapy
Injections
Monitoring serious illness 
and unstable health status

What happens when a resident 
in a Majestic Residences home 
needs medical care either after 
a hospital or skilled nursing 
home stay?

Residents can come to a 
Majestic Residences care home 
and receive medical care by a 
Medicare Certified home health 
Agency.  Home health care 
covers a wide range of health 
care services that can be given 
to residents in a residential care 
home.  

Home health care is usually less 
expensive, more convenient, 
and just as effective as care you 
get in a hospital or skilled 
nursing facility (SNF). 

Examples of skilled home health 
services include:

Regain their strength after a 
fall or illness
Regain activities of daily 
living
Become more self-sufficient
Maintain your loved one's 
current condition or level of 
function
Slow decline of an illness

In general, the goal of home 
health care is to treat an acute 
illness or injury until the resident 
recovers. Home health care can 
help a resident:

Home Health care is covered by 
Medicare and many private 
insurance companies, including 
Medicare Advantage Plans.

A physician must deem your
loved one qualified and write an 
order for an assessment from a 
Home Health Agency.   

Depending on state regulations 
and or limitations, Home Health 
nurses are utilized to handle 
wound dressing, ostomy care, 
medication administration, pain 
management, and other types of 
health support.

Due to aging, injury, or illness, 
some Majestic Residences 
residents require additional help 
when it comes to relearning
certain motor skills. 

Impaired speech and range of 
motion can all be addressed 
with different types of 
specialized therapies. 

Physical, Occupational, Speech 
and Respiratory Therapies all 
fall under the scope services a 
specialist with a home health 
agency can provide to a 
resident. 

Majestic Residences can help 
arrange for any Home health 
care services that your loved 
one may needed.



THERE'S A
DOCTOR
IN THE
HOUSE

MO B I L E  P H Y S I C I A N  S E R V I C E S

Remember when we used to be tethered to 
phones with those annoying cords, forced to 
change TV channels manually and had to 
leave your house to see the doctor? 

Okay, we still need to do the latter from time 
to time, but times are changing, thanks to the 
way that the medical industry constantly 
evolves to meet patient needs.

Majestic Residences partner with local 
physicians who visit residents in our homes. 
No more stress of having to go to a 
physician's office for check-ups or medical 
follow-ups. 

Our mobile physicians contract with Medicare 
and most insurance companies, making it 
more convenient for your loved one to get the 
medical attention they deserve. 

Of course, you always have the option to use 
your own doctor if you choose to do so. 



PROFESSIONAL ELECTRONIC 

MEDICAL RECORDS
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Better health care by consistently monitoring all 
aspects of patient care, including safety, 
effectiveness, patient-centeredness, 
communication, education, timeliness, efficiency, 
and equity.

Better health by encouraging healthier lifestyles 
of all residents in our home, including increased 
physical activity, better nutrition, avoidance of 
behavioral risks, and wider use of preventative 
care.

Improved efficiencies and lower health care 
costs by promoting preventative measures and 
improved coordination of health care services, 
as well as by reducing waste of duplicate tests.

Enhanced communication with the resident's 
various outside medical professionals. The 
ability to integrate observations and 
assessments from multiple care or medical 
providers, makes for more effective and 
accurate decision-making 

 Majestic Residences is once again leading the way 
in the residential assisted living home industry with
the implementation of  Electronic Medical Records 
(EHR) in all of their homes. 

It's been estimated that only 4% of all residential 
assisted living homes have a full Electronic Medical 
Record system.  

Every Majestic Residence home has a full suite of 
Electronic Medical Records for our residents.

Electronic Health Records are the first step to 
transforming coordinated health care. The benefits 
of electronic health records include:

https://www.healthit.gov/topic/health-it-basics/benefits-ehrs
https://www.healthit.gov/topic/health-it-basics/benefits-ehrs


MAJESTIC
GARDENS

Nutritious food is very important 

for older adults and Majestic 

Residences found a way to 

combine it in a fun and interactive 

way.

Meet the Majestic Garden.  These 

indoor chemical-free gardens grow 

year-round in our homes supplying 

fresh "kitchen-farm" to table 

produce for our residents.

It all starts when our residents 

choose what type of fresh produce 

they want to grow.

They can choose from Muir 

Summer Lettuce, Garlic Chives, 

Astro Arugula, Classic Butter 

Lettuce, and more. 

The day our seedlings arrive is 

always a fun day for our residents 

as they help us plant them in our 

indoor garden. 

Once the seeds are planted, 

residents watch their garden grow 

to produce a delicious, healthy 

treat to share with others.



BECAUSE WHY SHOULD ALL THE YOUNG WHIPPER SNAPPERS HAVE ALL THE FUN?

VIRTUAL
REALITY

When we’re younger, we set lofty goals. Maybe one of them was traveling to 
Europe or going on a lion safari in Africa. Then life happens, and those 
dreams are often set aside to build a career and raise a family. Living with 
Ageless Possibilities means getting a chance to finally check off some of 
that bucket list.

With Majestic Residences' Virtual Reality technology, a trip to Europe is 
possible again. Walking with lions is no longer a long- lost dream and 
becomes a reality for our residents. These experiences are available to our 
residents on a daily basis. Imagine the feeling of strolling through a forest for 
the first time many years after your body made it impossible.

Our Virtual Reality technology is performed in a safe and tranquil environment 
free from obstacles and suited to brighten your loved one’s day.



ROBOTIC
PETS

K E E P I N G  T H E  L O V E  O F  P E T S  A L I V E
Many of our residents enjoyed the love, affection 
and companionship a dog or cat offers.  We 
believe that shouldn't change just because they 
can't physically care for them any longer.

Residents with Dementia or Alzheimer's should be 
able to create memorable moments without the 
fear of a pet harming them or them harming a pet. 

N O M A D I C   |   2 4

To create those loving memories 
again, we use the latest technology 
in robotic pets to create a safe 
environment for our resident's 
enjoyment.

Our robotic cats and dogs are 
extremely realistic both in feel, sound 
and behavior.  Our cats purr when 
pet and our dogs beg for attention 
with encouraging little
barks.Tails wag with every interaction our residents have with them. 

They’re so realistic, at first glance, you'll probably almost 
believe they're real.



The Butterfly 
Experience

Majestic Residences is proud to share "The Butterfly Experience." 
The experience begins and repeats every month as our residents 
anxiously wait for the arrival of a special delivery which contains 
their newest housemates in the form of tiny caterpillars. 

Over the next few weeks, our residents care for and track the 
growth of these little creatures until they enclose themselves into 
their cocoons. Then, the anticipation begins.

The caterpillars emerge from their cocoons as butterflies; it’s a day 
full of excitement around the house. Residents enjoy watching their 
newly born butterflies' colorful wings as various colors quietly dance 
around the flowers in their enclosure.

A few days later, residents gather to hold a "release party" to watch 
them fly out of their hands and off into the horizon, only to repeat 
the process the following week as another package arrives to start 
the circle of life again.  



World War II: December 7, 1941 — December 31, 
1946
Korean Conflict: June 27, 1950 — January 31, 
1955
Vietnam Era: February 28, 1961 — May 7, 1975, 
for Veterans who served in the Republic of Vietnam 
during that period; otherwise August 5, 1964 — 
May 7, 1975
Gulf War: August 2, 1990, through a future date to 
be set by Presidential proclamation or law (for VA 
benefits purposes, this time of war is still in effect)

In addition to the active duty and wartime service 
requirements, eligible veterans must also meet at 
least one of these criteria to qualify for the basic 
pension:
Be 65 or older with no or limited income
Have a permanent and total disability
Receive Supplemental Security Income
Receive Social Security Disability Insurance
Reside in a residential assisted living home

The Veterans Benefits Administration, a branch of the 
VA, offers tax-free, monthly monetary payments to 
certain wartime veterans and their surviving spouses 
who are in financial need to help pay for assisted 
living.

Aid and Attendance is an additional monetary amount 
that can be added to the VA’s Pension. The enhanced 
Aid and Attendance amount is available for those who 
need the “aid and attendance” of another person for 
their routine daily living activities on a permanent 
basis.

Wartime Dates Of Eligibility:

Congress defines the wartime dates that the VA uses 
to decide which veterans qualify for benefits like Aid
and Attendance:

Basic Veterans Pension Requirements:

VETERAN'S AID & 

ATTENDANCE PROGRAM

For More Information Regarding Activating 

This Benefit, Ask Your Majestic Residences 

Representative.



From the moment you walk into  Covington Springs by Majestic 
Residences, you'll notice something different. We're not a large 
institutional assisted living facility like the others you may have 
visited. As a matter of fact, we're the exact opposite. We're small 
and we're proud of it. Being smaller allows us to spend more 
quality care with our residents, doing what we do best, provide 
excellent care.

We're a small community with a big heart. Give us a call today 
to schedule a visit. You'll be glad you did.

ASSISTED LIVING
& MEMORY CARE

EXCELLENCE

AFFORDABLE

L U X U R I O U S  R E S I D E N T I A L  C A R E

COVINGTON SPRINGS 

Recognized as a Senior Living Provider to 
Watch by SeniorHousingNews.com 

260.250.3325
www.CovingtonSprings.com

7210 Covington Road
Fort Wayne, IN 46804

Covington Springs is proud to partner with 
Majestic Residences Franchise Systems. 

LUXURY

tel:260-250-3325
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